
Abstract. I will describe an invariant of tangles with values in
wheels, almost generalize it to some balloons, and then tellyou
why I care. Spoilers: tangles are you know what, wheels are
linear combinations of cyclic words in some alphabet, balloons
are 2-knots, and one reason I care is because quantum field theory
predicts more than I can actually get (but also less).
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“God created the knots, all else in
topology is the work of mortals.”
Leopold Kronecker (modified) www.katlas.org
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Theorem 1 (with Cattaneo (credit, no blame)).In the ribbon case,
eζ can be computed as follows:
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Theorem 2. Using Gauss diagrams to represent knots andT-
component pure tangles, the above formulas define an invariant
in CW(FL(T))→ CW(T), “cyclic words inT”.
• Agrees with BN-Dancso [?] and with [BN2]. • In-practice
computable!• Vanishes on braids.• Extends to w.• Contains
Alexander.• The “missing factor” in Levine’s factorization [Le]
(the rest of [Le] also fits, hence contains the MVA).• Related to
/ extends Farber’s [Fa]?• Should be summed and categorified.
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